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1: The Lockman Foundation | Open Library
NASB Update In Touch Ministries Wide Margin Edition; Top Grain Cowhide; Burgundy [The Lockman Foundation, The
Lockman Foundation] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Concordance, Maps, Wide
Margins, Presentation Page, Verse Format, Black Letter, Two Column Text, Smyth sewn.

The last Bible I bought from Foundation Publications had excellent binding and amazing quality of paper but
a cheap looking calfskin cover that looked more like vinyl with no grain whatsoever. At least the quality of the
spine and binding was over all good so I kept it, this Bible howevernot so much. This cover at least has some
grain to it but not at the quality of other calfskin Bibles such as the ESV or Cambridge. The glue that attaches
the cover to the spine and end pages is way too thick which causes the Bible to feel stiffer than it should. The
cover does not wrap around the Bible as neatly form fitting as it shouldthe workmanship is sloppy here and
even the gold stamping is dull and cheep looking. I suppose that could be over looked but the Bible itself does
not lay flat when it is opened because of the glue holding the cover on and an over all weak sense of
workmanship to the binding and pages. In any case, I returned my copy and just wanted to warn people before
they buy. Compared to other wide-margin note taking Bibles made by other publishers, this one really falls
short in the basics of over all quality. Whoever produced this had no passion for the product and missed the
mark. The Word is a treasure. Printed Bibles should be treated as such especially at this level. The Best Bible
Ever! I bought this as a gift for my future daughter-in-law and was very happy with the quality of the leather
cover and the wide margins inside. When I took it to be inscribed the clerk said she had never seen a bible so
beautiful. Hopefully this will be a family keepsake that is handed down for generations. Simply Amazing
Description The In Touch Ministries Wide Margin Edition is especially designed for taking notes with a 1"
margin around the top, bottom and outside edges. The Leather has rich color tone, well defined grain, and is
soft to the touch, Calfskin leather is particularly valuable because of its softness, flexibly, and fine grain. This
edition is amazingly flexibly, when you hold this Bible it literally "fits your hand like a glove". The reinforced
spine of this Bible adds to its durability. This edition lays flat while your reading because of its high quality
Smythe sewn binding. Smythe sewn binding is considered the highest quality binding, the pages are sewn and
glued to the spine of the Bible. The benefits are a long lasting Bible that can be read and reread for years
without falling apart. Books with Smythe sewn binding will stand up to more abuse than regular glued
binding, and can be read on a flat surface. For these reasons many textbooks, picture books and Bibles that are
designed to stand the tests of time use Smythe sewn binding. Smythe sewn book printing and binding gets its
name from its inventor, an Irish-American named David McConnell Smythe A pioneer of modern day
bookbinding, Smythe took a bold leap forward over the centuries old methods of binding by producing the
first technology and methods for sewing book pages to the spine to create a book of superior quality and
appearance. Smythe-sewn Bibles are durable, but they may be heavier and less flexible than glued Bibles. That
said if you want the best, then you want Smythe sewn binding. The text of this edition is 10 pt, which is clear
and easy to read. Features of this edition include a 70 page Concordance, 8 Full color maps, expanded
margins, and high quality bleed-proof paper. The margins are 1" along the border of the page, there is also
limited room on the inside edges for writing. This Bible is printed on high quality imported paper, which is
much thicker than regular Bible paper. This edition has two black ribbon markers, the pages are edged with
gold which looks very elegant with the traditional black calfskin cover. In the Front 1. Blank Pages for Notes
2. A Letter from Dr. Preface to the NASB 5. Books of the Bible in Canonical Order 6. Many view the New
American Standard Bible as one of the most literal translations of the 20th-century. Since its completion in ,
the New American Standard Bible has been widely embraced by many as "the most literally accurate English
translation" from the original languages This compact Bible contains the updated New American Standard
Bible. The paper is much thicker than regular Bible paper any one who takes notes will appreciate this aspect.
This edition lays flat while your reading which is something else to be appreciated. The only thing that could
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possibly be improved upon would be to give more writing space on the inside edge of the pages. NAS bible
Print size is great, but it is lacking in cross references to other Bible passages. Still, I like this version. Portion
of these reviews are from Amazon.
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2: More Bibles for the Final Great Bible Giveaway | LogosTalk
The In-Touch Ministries version of the NASB is a welcome addition to the NASB Update family of Bibles. I have the Top
Grain leather edition, and I have not found a Bible on the market that can match the leather quality of this Bible.

The font is large but not too large. The calfskin cover is very soft and gets better and better with use. The
Bible really opens up nicely after a little use and is very flat. Beautiful, highly usable, and durable. I really like
it. THe leather is sublime! The stiching is great, so far. The Bible opens flat. Gets better with age. I use it
every day, but keep it stored in the cover that comes with the Bible. Mine is a damaged unit that I bought on
clearance so any defects from that I will not mention for this review. The calfskin is soft and supple. The bible
opens flat and gets more flexible with use. The paper is, without a doubt, the best there is in a bible of this
type. It beats any and all Allen Bibles hands down. It is very white and the text is extreemly clear. You have to
look very hard to find any ghosting from the pages underneath. It is one of the best. Rated 5 out of 5 Robert
Richardson verified owner â€” July 1, This is an absolutely great bible!!! Very easy to read and an excellent
binding. Almost in the same league as my goatskin bibles from Allen and Cambridge. The price makes this
bible a great bargain! I continue to be amazed at the bargain this bible represents at this price-point!!!! I love
the supremely flexible bindingâ€¦â€¦.. This bible is worth much more than its current selling price!!!! Rated 5
out of 5 Robert Richardson verified owner â€” August 15, Just purchased my second edition of this
Bibleâ€¦â€¦â€¦. There was a problem with page separation at first but Lockman replaced the Bible after I sent
them photos of the problem. I found their customer service to be outstanding! I highly recommend this edition
to anyoneâ€¦truly worth the price! The leather, paper, and printing are top notch. This Bible beats R. L Allan
in readability by a mile- in my opinion. The leather is nice and supple and the print is very readable for these
old eyes of mine with what seems to me to be minimal bleed-through. Would like for it to have had at least
one more ribbon but this is not a knock. All in all a very nice bible and in my humble opinion, a very good
value. Rated 3 out of 5 william ziegler verified owner â€” June 5, Will give the text block a 5 rating. The
leather cover finish a 2 star rating. My old one from years ago was perfect. The leather is probably ashamed it
got cobbled up this way. Lockman spoiled me and now they almost make me angry at the sloppiness of the
worksmanship on the cover. Buy one for less if you are just reading the text. Everything about this bible I am
satisfied. I am extremely picky about my bible, almost to the point of OCD, but this is just awesome. The
leather is extremely soft, lays flat and feels nice to the touch. I have always enjoyed the NASB and believe it
to be one of the most accurate translations at this present time. The type is very crisp and easy to read. I have
already highlighted several verses so sending it back is not an option, it actually fell apart after the
highlighting. I would never recommend this product or this company to any customerâ€¦. This would have
been a great Bible if fit and finish quality of the work were better. Their was a section in the back where the
overly thick card paper edge was glued improperly so that the white paper edge was visible and exposed. The
Head and foot areas of the Bible could do with more precise attention to quality. The notches could be smaller.
The ribbon markers could be a thicker, higher grade of ribbon. Lockman needs to move away from using the
higher clay content shiny paper for the presentation pages and maps and move to a flat paper. The glossy ones
are too prone to falling out. The presentation page should have been a couple of pages in so that you could
actually write on it. It is glued to the card paper that attaches to the binding and cover. They sent me a copy of
the hardcover Charles Stanley text Bible that is made here in America and it was excellent. I loved the paper
and the binding. They did send this Bible to me for free to be reviewed on my blog. It has a sewn binding, and
a calfskin cover. It includes two ribbon markers and it is pretty thin considering that it is a real reference Bible.
You get all the benefits of a full reference Bible with a pretty thin profile. The Side Column Reference Bible I
did a review on previously had more attention paid to fit and finish. It was better so I overlooked some of the
smaller cons like the opaqueness, excessively notched near the head and foot, and ribbon quality. It seems like
a more flexible card paper was used to connect the cover and text block on the side column reference which I
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love. This one con seems to cause others or make them more noticeable. It is difficult to design the perfect
Bible because, well it is subjective. We like what we like though, so you can either make a ton of variations
and try to please a lot of people, or you can make a few, really well made Bibles and hopefully sell a bunch of
them to a smaller crowd. The bottom line is that you still get a great translation, in a sewn binding that is very
flexible and lays flat, with genuine calfskin cover. I would just suggest they make these here in America or
lower the price. Features, Ultrathin, large print 10 point font, making it easy on the eyes, double column verse
format with center column references, Black letter edition, 8 pages of full color maps, Concordance, 2 Ribbon
markers, gilt page edges, Presentation page, Family record pages, Gilded edges, Smyth Sewn, Printed on
high-opacity paper to limit bleed-through, Lifetime guarantee, Black Calfskin leather. Rated 3 out of 5
Andrew verified owner â€” January 6, I received mine a few days ago. Rated 1 out of 5 doug sowter verified
owner â€” May 4, just received a 2nd Bible and I am once again very disappointed in the quality and
workmanship of this Bible bind is falling apartâ€¦its glued not sewn and the ghosting is horrible I wasted on
this Bibleâ€¦needless to say I wont again.. Rated 4 out of 5 Mike â€” May 8, Very fine Bible. Bleed through is
minimal. Price is a bit steep when compared to others in the same economic range. I wanted it because it
seemed to be the closest thing to the Charles Stanley calfskin bible that was discontinued. So I use the Chinese
knock off version listed here. No regrets, this is an awesome bible for the money. Use it daily and it is really
nice! This is a great bible. Rated 4 out of 5 Marc verified owner â€” February 26, Bought this for seminary.
Was looking specifically for a verse-by-verse version to make it easier for reference as I use it to study and
write. Leather is soft, Bible lays flat, paper is good, and text is legible. This is a great Bible for study,
reference, preaching, and teaching. Add a review Your email address will not be published.
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3: Review Time: The Ryrie Study Bible NASB - Burgundy Bonded Leather: By Dr. Charles Caldwell Ryrie
www.enganchecubano.com: NASB Update In Touch Ministries Wide Margin Edition; Top Grain Cowhide; Burgundy () by
The Lockman Foundation; The Lockman Foundation and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books
available now at great prices.

I have the Top Grain leather edition, and I have not found a Bible on the market that can match the leather
quality of this Bible. The top grain leather is extremely soft and thick. Even the inside of the covers are made
of the leather resulting in a Bible that literally "fits your hands like a glove. There are extra pages in the front
and back for extended note taking. The print is a good size for reading and clear on the page. The Bible should
receive a five star rating except for two things: Lockman and Foundation Press are aware of these problems
and they are working to correct these shortfalls. The investment in the Top-Grain Leather is worth it just to
hold it in your hands as you "taste" the word of God. It needed to be technically accurate, of the highest
quality manufacture, with good legible print, margins for my jottings, a concordance for my searchings, and an
aesthetic quality which meant it would be a joy just to handle, as I intend to be handling it daily for many
years to come. Overall this bible measures up. The lifetime guarantee gives confidence in quality manufacture.
However, I have a couple of niggles which others have drawn attention to: These last two comments do
demonstrate, however, that this is not some conveyer belted, machine manufactured item, but a truly
"hand-made" bible. It is the content and not the container which is all important. Pleasing, high quality NASB
bible. PROS The calfskin is absolutely gorgeous. Compared to the Crossway, Nelson, and Cambridge leather I
also prefer this one in particular and it is worth owning nearly for this reason alone. The ribbon markers are of
exceptional quality, wide, and long enough to use easily. The paper quality is very nice, and the binding is
sewn so that the bible lays absolutely flat from the first use. Everything about the materials here is very high
quality and among the finest that you can find. Additionally, this is not a red letter edition which is a huge plus
in my book. The concordance and maps are nice enough, and the layout of the pages is very pleasing and
facilitates easy reading of the text. As others have mentioned, the only appearance in this bible of In Touch
Ministries or Charles Stanley is in an elegant single-page dedication at the beginning of the bible. CONS
Some of the pages are slightly wrinkled near the inside seam. The outside, upper, and lower margins are very
generous and easy to mark in. However, the inside margin is not very wide and I find that I can only easily
write in cross references and one or two words. Also, there are no cross references in this bible. I would prefer
to have them for convenience however I am hopeful that I will gain more by researching and writing them
down for myself. Summary This is hands down the nicest bible I own and it is very pleasing to handle and use.
I love the quality construction and hope that it will last for decades so that I can have a lasting bible to write
down my notes as I study the word of God. I have been looking for a Bible that would offer me a great deal of
helps and supplies, and I now have found one. I love the wide margins because it allows me to write notes if
there is a need. The Bible has wonderful maps in the back that shoud be looked at. The Concordance is
absolutely great and I love that the Bible has a protective case that it can be placed in. The only thing about
this particular Bible that I did not like, was that the words of Christ were not in red ink. Most Bibles do put the
words of Christ in red, so it takes a while to get accustomed to. Overall the Bible gets and A! Since then, I
have owned many different bibles that have had various degrees of helps and notes. In choosing a bible, my
criteria were as follows: The bible had to be of superior quality and workmanship 2. Wide margins for note
taking 3. Limited or no notes 4. Literal word-for-word translation This "In Touch" addition meets and exceeds
my requirements! I purchased the deluxe leather addition. Many people are have stated that the NASB is the
most literal translation available. That is not the case. I believe it is the most literal translation that is widely
available. The NASB most literal passages are not in the body of the text but in the margins! Some have stated
that not having these translation notes is by far the greatest weakness of this bible. I would somewhat agree.
But this weakness does have an upside-many times I found the alternate readings a distraction because they
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can be controversial i. I would imagine that the absence of cross-references would be a showstopper for young
Christians. Actually, I believe that the lack of these references will force the reader young or old to search the
Scriptures. Of course, the reader should solicit the guidance of the Holy Spirit, but this activity searching the
Scriptures will reinforce the learning experience. I highly recommend this edition of the NASB. Beasley on
Jul 27, Never has any book felt so good in your hands as this finely crafted bible. Its a perfect bible for those
who like to first read scripture without predjudice from notes, with just prayer and the Holy Spirit. It feels like
an old piece of leather that took years to feel so luxurious It really does open flat the 1st time! The wide
margins leave plenty of room for my own notes and cross-references. They almost commit covetousness!
Several others have bought this Bible after seeing mine up close. I got hooked on collecting Bibles after I
converted and it has become somewhat of a hobby. My favorites to date have been the Cambridge Bibles and
they are certainly second to none when it comes to craftmanship - until now. I have never had a Bible actually
evoke an emotional response out of me after opening the box. The leather has no equal sorry Cambridge and
the typeface is just the right size. In fact - handling the Bible makes you feel like an old Scribe who has found
an ancient text that no one else knows about. Lockman says the binding is designed so the Bible can lay flat well maybe - but not without some breaking in. It certainly appears to be a very high quality binding, however,
it is not a hinged design like Cambridge - which can lay flat right out of the box. There are no cross references
- which can be a negative depending on your point of view. I for one generally prefer them. However, the
absences of them give the pages of this Bible a very clean appearance which beckons one to simply sit and
read. Anyone buying a Bible like this is bound to be like me in the sense that they will most certainly have
another Bible they can use for in depth studies. The Lockman Foundation scores a In Touch Bible great
quality but My only disappointment is the wide margin aspect. The advetising states that there is a 1" margin
around the text, however, after binding, this is not the case. It is very difficult to make notes next to the text at
the binding as it is really not wide enough. It should have been wide like the margin at the edges of the page
and at the top and bottom where there is ample room. I believe, therefore that people should consider
purchasing the NASB updated wide margin, single column text reference Bible instead if they are prolific note
takers. Dean Waterman on Dec 12, Much has been said about this Bible. And yes, it is the best I have used
ever. But I want to point out something. As a pastor, I encourage people to read their Bibles. You use
something regularly, it will wear out. I have some good Bibles, but none have this incredible guarantee. You
will never have need to spend money on another Bible again. Use it, read it, mark it, make notes in it,
highlight it, whatever you want to do with it You will never have to worry about wearing it out. For a book
that should be read everyday, this kind of guarantee will not only provide for a Bible that never never wears
out, but for a life that will never wear out either. I got to mess with one of these at a Mardel a few days ago.
Wow, I almost bought it on the spot. This Bible has it. I ordered it as soon as I got home. Pros The quality of
the calfskin binding is impecable. There is not another Bible on the market that can compare. You have to feel
it to understand. The quality of the paper is by far the best. My highlighters and pens do not bleed through and
there is no ghosting.
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4: Foundation Publications - books from this publisher (ISBNs begin with )
The NASB In Touch Ministries Wide Margin Bible is, by far, the preeminent bible in today's market. It is one of the
highest quality bibles that the Lockwood Foundation / Foundation Publications has published, to date.

Very easy to read plus a great supple binding. It compares very favorably with my Allen and Cambridge
goatskins!! I bought this, and the Lockman Reference Bible. Excellent leather, binding, and readability. I think
these are some of the best Bibles out there- well worth the price. After less than two weeks of use, the binding
on the inside covers began to tear. Foundation Publications gave me no satisfaction, but evangelical bible is
taking care of my dissatisfaction presently. Rated 5 out of 5 william ziegler â€” July 31, This Bible has a full
leather cover and I went over it with a fine tooth comb. It rates a five star. It had a misprint on the cover so I
got it cheaper. But the Bible deserves a 5 star. I checked out the cover on the area where another buyer had
trouble. Looks like I got a good bargain. Love the single column reference. Text block seemed flawless. Easy
to read text that my old eyeballs need help on. Thanks Lockman you renewed my faith on your products
quality. If they fail to correct problems Evangelical does. Thanks for that also. It was delivered in a cardboard
box packed with paper. Inside, I found the Bible in its retail packaging. The retail box it is packaged in should
be saved to store this very supple Bible. I opened up the box to find a black fabric envelope containing the
Bible. It had kind of a velour feel to it, but without the elasticity. It is probably a polyester frocked woven
material. I e-mailed Lockman Foundation to find out I was surprised when I opened it and took the Bible out
of it. The leather was so soft to the touch. For any Bible this is an outstanding cover. The inside cover is
calfskin as well. It smelled the way a leather Bible should smell. Some value Bibles smell like paint,
adhesives, or just have a chemical smell to them. There is gilding on the spine and page edges. I e-mailed
Lockman Foundation to find out. There are two ribbon markers to help you keep your place in both the Old
and New Testaments. I found myself taking care and treating this Bible with respect due to the quality cover
and its flexibility. The smyth-sewn binding seemed different than the European smyth-sewn bindings in how
the cover is connected to the Bible, again I e-mailed Lockman Foundation to find out but it was loose enough
so that the Bible lay flat, and the pages were not puckered or wrinkled in the gutter. They were all trimmed
with no dog-eared pages. Allan or a Schuyler. The transparency of the pages is a little too transparent so there
is some ghosting. The page trim size is six and a half inches wide by nine and a quarter inches long. It is about
one and a half inches thick. The pages are laid out in a single column, verse by verse format. I realize that
many people find this hinders the continuity while reading, but I count it as a positive. It helps me to find a
verse in a hurry. I have some paragraph format Bibles and I am biased towards the verse format. It is a black
text only edition. There are 95, cross-references on the outside edges of the text. The cross-references are so
helpful when following a word or theme through the Bible. Generous room for note-taking is available in the
one inch margins. This edition replaces a previous edition that had half inch margins. When I lay it on my lap
while sitting in my recliner I can easily read the text. The concordance in the back is a useful feature. I want to
see what He has said about it in other places, at other times, to other people. The concordance gives you a
quick way to do a simple word study. As of late the big Bible publishers have been bought by people more
concerned with money rather than the purity of the word. Zondervan and Thomas Nelson are owned by Harper
Collins. This was to make the word of God seem less offensive to women in my opinion. Well, needless to say
when you start twisting the Bible around some people take note. God keeps His word from being lost. I am not
obligated to give a positive review. Rated 3 out of 5 J. Campbell verified owner â€” June 29, This is a
handsome Bible with a very supple cover and larger type size. It is a large personal Bible, but the single
column verse format has excellent readability. It would be 5 stars for readability, but the calfskin cover is very
thin and actually feels flimsy, and perhaps not sturdily attached to the text block. This edition has some good
features, and the Chinese printing and paper seem about average to me. Surprisingly, this same Chinese text
block is used by Allan, at Allan prices. Its very thin cover is the biggest negative. The genuine leather edition
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would probably be a better value, offering the same readability. This is a good edition that needs a more
substantial cover. Campbell verified owner â€” July 4, When I first saw this calfskin Bible, I thought it was
beautiful, and it is. The single column verse format with side column references and large print has excellent
readability, although the overall size of the volume is definitely larger than my ideal. This Bible has nice
features, and its biggest positive is probably its very, very readable format. In hindsight, one of the other less
expensive Lockman editions of this Bible that are offered in synthetic or genuine leather covers would
probably be a better value. The Calfskin is beautiful and soft, but the way it is bound looks quite shoddy and
unfitting for such nice leather. It has edge-lined binding just like other high end Bibles Allan, Schuyler,
Cambridge but it is incredibly loose, like the leather is ready to fall off. I originally returned my first copy and
got a replacement only to find they all look like this; the huge gaps are somehow intentional. Even closed
there is a rather large gap at the spine. Does a loose fitting cover affect durability? But it looks cheap. The
Genuine Leather edition, however, is exactly how it looks in the pictures. It like the Imitation Leather edition
uses a paste-off binding instead of the edge-binding and executes it wonderfully. And it has a nice, snug fit
and it lays open from beginning to end. Rated 5 out of 5 Rowland Parks verified owner â€” April 30, I like this
bible. It is a big, full size bible with some weight to it. The cover is soft calfskin. The cover is very supple. The
thick pages just inside the covers not sure what these are called are thick, stiff, and robust. The book block is
smyth sewn. The bible flops right open and stays on any page. The paper is rather thicmk, white, and the black
print is crisp and even. It is a very, very nicely done book block by any measure. The gilding is thick gold with
no color underneath. The edges of the book block are sanded so there is no waviness in the gilding that you
can see in cheaper bibles when the light hits it right. The text is single column â€” verse by verse. Yes, this is a
single column, verse-by-verse bible. All in all, it is a great value and if you are looking for a NASB this one
should be high on the list. Rated 1 out of 5 A L Hickman verified owner â€” January 12, This is the best
layout of the best translation. It features average printing on average paper. It is assembled with glue from
inferior horses.
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5: The Lockman Foundation - NASB, Amplified Bible, LBLA, and NBLH Bibles
NASB Wide-Margin Note Takers Bibles These Bibles have wider margins on the page edges to allow for note taking.

Friday, May 27, Review: This calfskin wide margin Bible was designed in partnership with Charles Stanley a
well-known abuser of Bible editions edit: Included are a solid concordance and an impressive full color map
section. We also have selected a wonderful imported paper that will not allow distracting bleed-through of the
text. The unique binding allows this Bible to open and lie flat from the first time you use it. Finally, we chose
premium cover materials--top-grain cowhide, genuine leather, and hardcover--to make it a lifetime tool. I am
exceptionally impressed with this handsome edition. BINDING The burgundy calfskin edition features a rich
color a bit darker than the pictures reflect , a deep pronounced grain and soft, supple leather. The difference
between calfskin and goatskin often comes down to individual preference. Goatskin editions come with a
natural grain, whereas all other leathers have a grain stamped into the leather. While my Cambridge goatskin
Bible has a complex natural grain, the grain on this edition has a greater depth and definition and provides a
highly pleasurable texture. The spine features raised spine bands, which are a favorite feature of mine, and
raised bulges at the top and bottom of the spine for added protection. The dimensions of the Bible are The
binding is smyth-sewn, providing the most proven and durable method of Bible binding. The flexibility and
thickness is achieved not only with supple leather, but with a leather lined interior. A truly beautiful spine
accented by rich gold letters and gilding. LAYOUT The layout in this edition is one of the major attractions
this is a wide margin edition with a very readable 10 point font. As usual the inside margin is smaller than the
outside, which is counter-productive. The inside margin curls into the spine and is much harder to write in,
which would make a larger inside margin desirable. The outside margins are somewhat smaller than the
margins within a Cambridge wide margin, but the top and bottom margins are significantly larger. This could
be an advantage depending on your note-taking habits. This edition gains space by foregoing a cross reference
system, but takes more space for the larger font. The 10 point font is very readable and a desirable option, as
this is the largest font I know of in a wide margin edition, but this also means the columns are narrower than
usual, allowing about 20 verses per page. This allows more space for notes per verse but may also make
reading slightly more difficult. This layout takes advantage of a readable font and a format that permits
extensive note-taking, highly comparable to the Cambridge editions, but with a few different choices. This
edition features a full 70 page concordance with a very small font, making it fairly extensive. In addition it
features 8 color maps and a few pages of blank paper at the end for notes. The cover is complemented by a felt
slipcase. The paper in this edition is high quality but perhaps not as high quality as I have seen elsewhere. It
should only be a drawback for those with highly selective tastes. This Bible also features some of the best
ribbons I have ever seen, they are thick, durable wide and high gloss. This Bible may not feature
cross-references or other extras, but it maintains a high quality in all its features. It accomplishes elegance and
beauty in a classic wide margin format that gives the reader a number of new options, including a larger font
and a more even distribution of writing space. While the inside and outside margins may not be as large as
some wide margin editions, but the larger font allows more space per verse. Different readers may be looking
for different features or aesthetics, but this edition meets my preferences at many levels and provides
exceptional quality in a simple approach. My thanks to the Lockman Foundation for providing this
complimentary review copy. I was not required to give a positive review but an honest review.
6: Lockman NASB Large Print Ultrathin Reference Bible, Black Calfskin - www.enganchecubano.com
The Lockman Foundation has a strong legacy of producing high quality Bibles, and I was greatly impressed by the
NASB Side-Column Reference Bible; however, the NASB In Touch Ministries Wide Margin Edition is by far the finest
edition of the NASB I have ever seen, and it might be the nicest Bible I have ever handled.
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7: NASB In Touch Ministries Bible (10Pt), HardCover | www.enganchecubano.com
NASB In Touch Ministries Bible - Wide Margin Edition; wide margin, calfskin leather NASBR Features: Concordance,
The NASB Update.

8: Bible Reading Project: Review: NASB In Touch Ministries Wide Margin
The genuine leather edition would probably be a better value, offering the same readability. The calfskin edition at about
$ seems a bit pricey for what you get. This is a good edition that needs a more substantial cover.

9: Large Print Reviews - Large Print New American Standard Bibles
The In Touch Ministries Wide Margin Edition is especially designed for taking notes with a 1" margin around the top,
bottom and outside edges. About the Binding & Cover This elegant Bible is handcrafted from high quality black Calfskin
leather.
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